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Introduction
Fast-Growing Firms and
Urban-Economic Evolution

• Headquarters (HQ) facilities are important,
but under-studied, economic activities
– Jobs: providers of high-level, high-paying
employment (executives, analysts, consultants)
– Influence: one way in which a local community
can impact the broader, global economy
– Status: the companies headquartered in a city
are a symbol of the prominence of that place
(e.g. New York and Citigroup, IBM, and General
Electric)
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• Headquarters (HQ) facilities are important,
but under-studied, economic activities

• The field of HQ location studies benefited
from Jim Wheeler’s contributions

– HQ relocations have a meaningful impact on
donor and recipient regions (AT&T’s move from
San Antonio to Dallas is one recent example)
– Because of the costs of loss and the benefits of
retention, many communities are engaging in
proactive strategies to attract new HQs and
keep the ones they already have
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– General surveys of HQ location patterns: by
metro area in the US South and across America
– Studies of Finance & Investment: the
geography of shareholders and their portfolios
– Analyses of Information Flows: the distribution
of high-level business communication links in
the US city-system
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• Of all of these contributions, one of Jim’s
studies in particular has given Don Lyons and
me much inspiration for our own HQ location
research

• Key ideas advanced in this article:
– Fast-growing firms (FGFs) are worthy of geographic
study in their own right
– FGFs have a geography that is distinctive from the
geography of the economy as a whole
– FGFs play a key role in economic restructuring
– One key dimension in this restructuring is a shift in
the location of corporate decision-making activity
(occurring as a select few FGFs in non-traditional
HQ cities grow into big firms)
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Canadian Case Study

• Don Lyons and I have published several
articles in direct follow-up to Jim’s lead

• Key research questions for this study
– 1. What are the temporal development paths
that characterize Canada’s FGF community?
– 2. What is the geography of FGF development
in Canada?

Our paper today is a continuation of a long-term
collaborative project that uses insights from FGF
research to inform further development of HQ
location theory.

– Which metro areas are substantial FGF generators?

– 3. Is there a relationship between the sectoral
composition of a metro FGF community and
regional success?

Jim Wheeler’s ground-breaking work provides a
foundation for this entire line of research.
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• The analysis uses a dataset collected from
Profit Magazine, a monthly business
publication for entrepreneurs in Canada

• Tracking scheme explanation:
– Base for the tracking analysis: the year the firm
appears in the Profit rankings (the “base year”)
– Through the 1987-2005 study period, we
determined the status of each firm in the study at
– Its base year + 2 years
– Its base year + 5 years
– Its base year + 10 years

– Data come from Profit’s annual issue on the
fastest-growing companies in Canada
– In this study, we track the status of the top 50
FGFs from this Profit ranking for every second
year from 1987 to 2005
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Canadian Case Study

Context

• Possible firm status tracking possibilities:

• First, some brief context for the FGF results
with maps representing the geography of
the Canadian HQ system as a whole

– 1. Firm continuity: firm is in independent business in
the same metro as the year when it was an FGF
– 2. Relocation: firm is in business in a different metro
– 3. Acquired/active: firm was acquired by another
firm but has a distinct, ongoing presence
– 4. Acquired/no records: firm was acquired and has
no continuing identity outside of the acquiring firm
– 5. Defunct: no record of any ongoing operations or
acquisition
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– A map of HQ locations in 2005 for the 1000
largest businesses in Canada
– Also, a map indicating how these large-firm HQ
locations changed from 1987-2005
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HQ Locations by
Metro Area, 2005

Metro HQ Growth/Decline,
1987-2005

Map Legend
Metro Area

Map Legend
Growing Metro
Declining Metro

Circle size is proportional to each
metro’s # of HQs in 2005

Circle size is proportional to city’s
1987-2005 HQ change (# of HQs)
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• Q1: FGF development paths by status category

• Q2: geography of FGF success by metro area

Status Category

Base + 2 Years Base + 5 Years
(% of All Firms) (% of All Firms)

Base + 10 Years
(% of All Firms)

Metropolitan
Area

Firm Continuity

76.3%

67.9%

56.0%

Relocation

2.0%

0.8%

3.0%

Acquired/Active

2.9%

4.0%

6.0%

Acquired/No Records

3.8%

8.4%

11.3%

Vancouver

Defunct

15.0%

18.9%

23.8%

Toronto

400

350

200

Calgary
Montreal

Total Firms Tracked
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Total FGFs
Generated,
1987-2002

Continuing FGFs (“Firm Continuity”)
as a % of All FGFs Generated in the City
Base + 2
Years

Base + 5
Years

Base + 10
Years

55

89.1%

71.8%

66.7%

136

75.0%

71.7%

62.3%

34

76.5%

60.9%

42.9%

36

58.3%

54.8%

28.6%
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• Q3: FGF sectoral composition / regional success

Vancouver: Number of FGFs by Sector

– For this question our investigation focuses on
Vancouver and Calgary
– These are the two large cities (with regional FGF
communities large enough to analyze) that are
rapidly emerging in Canada’s HQ system
– We’ve already seen that Vancouver is
experiencing much FGF success (“firm
continuity”), while Calgary is not: what’s
happening?

Several sectors with
3 or more FGFs
Clusters in related activities: Engineering,
Instrumentation, Software Development,
Electronics Retail, Telecommunications

Sectors are defined using the NAICS classification at the 4-digit level
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Conclusion
Calgary: Number of FGFs by Sector

• FGF activity is producing a lasting imprint on
the Canadian economy

One sector dominates among FGFs
(NAICS 2111 – oil and gas extraction)

• Some large corporate centers (Vancouver,
Toronto) are having much success in
converting FGF activity into an ongoing
business (and HQ) presence
• Other large centers (Montreal, Calgary) are
doing very poorly in this dimension

Almost all sectors have 1 or 2 FGFs each: little obvious synergy

Sectors are defined using the NAICS classification at the 4-digit level
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• Of the two rapidly-growing cities in the Canadian
west, Vancouver has a promising combination of
success with both large and small (FGF) firms

• These study findings contribute to our
understanding of the factors that allow new cities
to gain prominence in HQ city-systems both in
Canada and elsewhere

• Calgary’s rapid growth is almost completely due to
large firm gains, and not the local generation of
successful new FGF businesses
• The national corporate landscape in Canada is
definitely shifting westward, but could it be that
Vancouver is in the best position for long-term
success because of its balanced growth?
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